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Memorial Donations
Thank you to
Pat & John Cotton,
Wayne & Stephanie Heath,
David Syrek,
Jeffrey & Mary Hardy,
Douglas & Diane Systrom,
and Jenny Iverson for the
memorial donations in
memory of Margaret Sellar.
Thank you to David Syrek
for the donation in memory
of Julie Rothmund.
Thank you to Richard
Frambach for the donation
in memory of James Steele.
Thank you to Will and Kathy
Huebner for the donation
in memory of Ann
Robinson.
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Southern View of Pleasant Pond With Open Fields, circa 1878

Lake Lore
When childhood memories survive the chatter of
the modern world, myths can form. The trip through
South Deerfield to Pleasant Lake had a myth making
quality. Counting the hills from the back seat of a
1950’s land yacht, I waited for that moment past Rand’s
Corner. Dad would slow down just after the Williams’
house for the BIG REVEAL. The lake glistening
among the trees promised the summer fantasy of days
ahead, all wrapped up in that picture postcard image.
Today, the trees have obscured that treat. It’s one
of the rare occasions when we witness the glacial
progress of nature, in the duration of a human life.
We are experiencing a change that began in
colonial time. When New England was first settled the
Europeans found our climate “intemperate”... In 1763,
Benjamin Franklin wrote “cleared land absorbs more
heat and melts snow quicker”. The prevailing
philosophy was to completely clear the forests. They
were hiding our enemies, an obstacle to settlement, and
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Boat Parade
We bid a fond farewell to
May Erwin as the 4th of July
boat parade organizer. For
many years, she organized
a delightful tradition for
Pleasant Lake by providing
themes, prizes and setting
the boats in motion for all
to enjoy. The PLPA and the
residents of Pleasant Lake
thank you from the bottom
of our hearts for your
dedication to bringing us
joy every 4th of July. We
are happy to announce
that Kathy Huebner has
volunteered to continue
this wonderful tradition
starting July this summer. If
anyone would like to help
Kathy, feel free to contact
her at 443-553-3447 or
justanotherkat@gmail.com.
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a resource to be exploited. By the end of the colonial
period, New Hampshire was 70% cleared. The open
fields produced enough hay to feed horses and cattle,
keeping the economic engine of New England going
until the industrial revolution changed our priorities.
Our postcard view of Pleasant Lake was an inheritance
from the first settlers. It was their attempt at climate
change.
In the late 1700’s, Pleasant Lake was surrounded
by open fields. Three farms shared most of the
shoreline. Today, these families are represented by
three family graveyards in the northeast, northwest,
and near Broad Cove: the Eastmans, the Giles, and the
Griﬃns. Another family, the Scotts, would arrive later.
There are other family names included on those stones
( Chadwick, Palmer, and Bartlet ), but the first three
are the originals.
The only house that still stands is Veiga’s at 25
Gulf Road, (circa 1760) originally the Giles farm.
Nathaniel Giles, the original owner, married Polly
Hoitt, from Northwood in 1805. A curious thing about
Nathaniel and Polly is that they never paid taxes to
Northwood. They were at the end of the road from
Northwood Center with no connection to Deerfield.
Their neighbor John Griﬃn had laid out the road
through the Gulf to Northwood in 1795, and Nathaniel
and Polly paid taxes to “Griﬃntown”. The Griﬃns were
a large and formidable family. An early history
describes the group “as having peculiarities of
character that are quite marked”.
A group of the Griﬃn’s farm foundations can
still be found in the brush oﬀ Broad Cove Road. I’ve
sat among this complex of stones, imagining the rustle
of livestock, wondering about “peculiarities”…
knowing that my grandmother was a Griﬃn.
© G.D.Anderson

Story and Photo Submissions
Were you, your parents, or grandparents a part of this crazy
crew? We’d love to share your lake photos or stories.
Please send your submissions to
pleasantponderings@gmail.com with your permission to
use in the Ponderings or on the website!
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For the Anglers
Every spring, almost a million fish are released around the state by
The New Hampshire Fish and Game Department. The department
operates six hatcheries that raise brook trout, rainbow trout, brown trout,
and salmon. On March 31, 2022, Pleasant Lake received 1000 1 year old
brown trout (327 pounds of fish) and 500 1 year old rainbow trout (218 pounds
of fish) from the Powder Mill Hatchery. We were fortunate to get rainbow
trout this year, as some waters did not get any due to circumstances with egg
quality and shipping from the federal hatchery. To view the most recent
stocking reports, visit fishnh.com/fishing/trout-stocking.html.

Captain’s Corner
Warm 2022 greetings from your PLPA. We have been blessed this year to have an early ice out here
at Pleasant Lake. Your PLPA is strong and active. On March 29th 2022, the PLPA held its annual “Winter
Planning Meeting” in which the Board of Directors and the Committees gathered to review the
accomplishments of last year and look ahead to the challenges of this coming lake season. PLPA will be
having our Lake Host Program, our environmental improvement projects, and holding educational and
social programs throughout the year to support our mission.
Since 1958, our purpose and mission is to maintain and improve the water quality and environmental
health and safety of Pleasant Lake which we prize as a natural treasure and as our home.
Although PLPA has a lot of active members already, I have commissioned Scott Knightly and his
Board of Directors to conduct an aggressive PLPA membership drive to include as many residents of the
greater Pleasant Lake Watershed area as possible. Our mission is best served if everyone in the watershed
gets involved and educated about safe lake practices.
Pleasant Lake is most directly impacted by those who
live here at Pleasant Lake and in its surrounding watershed
who have both the power to pollute and the power to protect.
I hope you will join me in my enthusiasm to protect the
lake and in looking forward to a fun season of swimming,
boating, fishing, barbecuing, relaxing, and just enjoying
everything our fascinating lake has to oﬀer us. See you on the
lake!
Will Huebner, President PLPA
1 Sunrise Terrace Lane, South Cove,
whuebner@pcc-group.com 443-350-1141
April 2022
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President
Will Huebner (443-350-1141)
whuebner@pcc-group.com
Advisor Emeritus
Tom Brennen
tfbrennan46@gmail.com
PLPA Chair
John Duffy
johnduffy912@gmail.com
Recording Secretary
Guy Robidoux (603-512-6086)
guyl.robidoux@verani.com
Corresponding Secretary
Carol Smiglin
smiglin1803@metrocast.net
Treasurer
Andy Hotaling (518-573-2941)
ahotaling26@gmail.com

Committee Chairs

District Directors

District Membership Chair
Scott Knightly (603-231-7048)
scottk@envirovantage.com

1.

Lake Host Program Chair
Holly Martin
ghhmartin3@metrocast.net
Social Activities Chair
Tere Bowen-Irish (603-512-3399)
tereirish@gmail.com
Communication & Education Chair
John Reardon
johnmreardon@comcast.net
Environmental Protection Chair
Ann Scholz
annscholz@yahoo.com
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9.
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Dam District - Tom & Mike Farrelly mikefarrelly@comcast.net
thomas.farrelly@cushwake.com
Veasey District - Jen Reardon jenreardon@comcast.net
West District - Joe Coronati coronati@metrocast.net
South Cove District - Dave Stevenson d.stevensonutu@gmail.com
Loon Cove District - Guylaine Robidoux guyl.robidoux@verani.com
Pout Point District - David Syrek dsyrek@evicore.com
Broad Cove District - Roger Shaw rogers26@comcast.net
The Ledges District - Scott Knightly scottk@envirovantage.com
North District - Jonathan Veiga vetteguy67@hotmail.com

Webmaster - Onni Irish onni.irish@gmail.com
Canoe Club - David Sachs david@dhsachs.com
Weed Watchers - Elizabeth Garlo elizabeth.garlo@gmail.com
VLAP - Jim Creighton jcrieg2584@metrocast.net
And Chuck Reese saltbox@metrocast.net

Pleasant Lake Preservation Association
PO Box 53
Deerfield, NH 03037
www.pleasantlakenh.org

Thank you,

To:

Carol & Howard
Viens for your
sponsorship of
the Pleasant

Ponderings!
April 2022
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